We present in this note a useful extension of the criteria given in a recent paper {.Advances in Appl. Probability 8 (1976), 737-771] for the finiteness of hitting times and mean hitting times of a Markov chain on sets in its (general) state space. We illustrate our results by giving conditions for the finiteness of the mean number of customers in the busy period of a queue in which both the service-times and the arrival process may depend on the waiting time in the queue. Such conditions also suffice for the embedded waiting time chain to have a unique stationary distribution.
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We present in this note a useful extension of the criteria given in a recent paper {.Advances in Appl. Probability 8 (1976), for the finiteness of hitting times and mean hitting times of a Markov chain on sets in its (general) state space. We illustrate our results by giving conditions for the finiteness of the mean number of customers in the busy period of a queue in which both the service-times and the arrival process may depend on the waiting time in the queue. Such conditions also suffice for the embedded waiting time chain to have a unique stationary distribution.
F i n i t e n e s s c r i t e r i a f o r h i t t i n g t i m e s
We give our results for Markov chains on a general state space X , with a a-field F of subsets of X , since the proofs require no other structure. Let {X } be such a chain, with temporally homogeneous 
for all x f A e j then
(ii) If there exists a non-negative measurable function g such that
f P(x,
A for all x € A ,
It is often the case in practice that the "negative mean drift" conditions (l) or (6) can only be shown to hold for x outside some larger set F containing A , and yet it is reasonable that if T is reached in a finite (or finite mean) time, then the same is true for A . A typical case is when X = {0, 1, ...} and A = {0} , but (l) or (6) If further
and for some n > 0 ,
(££j Suppose A c T j and (U)-(6) fcoZd / o r T rather than A . J / (12) i n f P[N < =» | X = a;) = X > 0 , xer\A u then (7) holds. A sufficient condition for (12) i s tfozt, for some 9 < 1 ,
so that in particular (10) suffices for (12) to hold.
Proof. Ci/I We show that (8)-(l0) enable us to construct a function g* which satisfies (l), and is bounded above by M + g for some constant
M . The result then follows from Theorem 1 (i).
We will assume that for x ? A , P(x, {x}) = 1 : this affects neither the hypothesis nor the conclusion of the theorem. Note that F\A c. F . How by construction, if a; € F, , ,
so t h a t for fe = 0, 1, . . . , n-1 ,
, w h e r e B, e a r e a s i n ( 8 ) a n d ( 9 ) ; a n d d e f i n e g* by setting r* = F \
With this construction, we have for any x £ V} , k = 2-, ..., n , from (9) and ilk),
Since F\A c U F* , for x € [U T*]° , we have (8) holding, so that
From (15) and (l6) , we see that the function g* satisfies (l) for every
x If. A , and the theorem holds.
(ii) Again, let us consider A to be absorbing. From (*0- (6) we have that
Pr(x w € r, some n > 0 | X Q = x) E 1 ;
this together with (12), implies, for a; € A , However, (b) may be considerably weaker than the conclusion of Theorem 2 (i) : consider, for example, the case when A actually is absorbing, so t h a t TT i s concentrated at A and (b) implies nothing about the mean h i t t i n g times on t h i s absorbing set from points in A° .
( i i i ) To provide counter examples to possible weakenings of the hypotheses of Theorem 2, consider a chain where F\A contains a countably i n f i n i t e number of points x. , j = 1, 2, , and 
State-dependent queues
In this section we apply our results to a very general state-dependent queueing model. We consider a system where a customer, arriving to find a at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700025508
waiting time w "before he is served, has a service time with a distribution S depending on w , with mean y ; and where also, if a w w customer arrives to find a waiting* time w , then the time T until the next customer arrives has a distribution depending on the new virtual waiting time after his service time has been added to w ; if this service time is s , then we write
Pr(T « x | w+s) = Fix | w+s) .
This allows for a wide variety of input mechanisms: for example, if the input is a Poisson process with rate X , and if a customer arriving to find a waiting time w turns away with probability piw) , then for
This illustrates the fact that allowing the interarrival time to depend on the virtual waiting time immediately after the last customer arrives also allows the interarrival time to depend on all the waiting times after that point; we do, however, assume that the interarrival times are independent of the past before the last customer arrived, and the service time of a customer is independent of the time he takes to arrive, and all other service times, once w is prescribed.
When the interarrival time process is independent of the waiting time process, such queues have been considered in [ 7 ] , [ 7 ] , [ 9 ] , and [4]. In our application of Theorem 2, we find conditions for the finiteness of the mean number of customers in the busy period of such a queue; these lead to conditions for the embedded waiting time chain to have a stationary distribution.
We let X denote the waiting time in the queue immediately before There, we derive extra conditions under which the mean length of a busy period (in contrast to the mean number of customers) can be shown to be finite. 
